POETIC GESTURES

10 Steven Holl Architects
   Hall Collector's House, Essex, New York
16 Kazuyo Sejima Architects & Associates
   Pan House, near Hiroshima, Japan
22 Jim Jennings Architecture
   Visiting Artist's Residence, Alexander Valley, California
28 Atelier Hitonoh Abe
   Yomuri Guest House, Miyagi Prefecture, Japan
34 Larson D'仰ehy Architects
   Vertical House, Venice, California
40 Arch-Exotica
   Gypsy Trail House, Mahopac, New York

INTERLOCKING VOLUMES

158 Driend Architects
   Solar Tube, Vienna, Austria
166 Seth Stein Architects
   Tadahiko House, Toronto, Canada
174 Mack Scogin Merrill Elam Architects
   Rhengold House, Brookline, Massachusetts
182 Shen Sublife Architects
   Weathering Steel House, Toronto, Canada
190 Fougeron Architecture
   Jackson Family Retreat, Big Sur, California
198 Noel Lane Architects
   Brick Bay House, Waitakere, New Zealand
206 Oyta Architects
   Lakefront House, Bled, Slovenia

EXPRESSIVE FORMS

48 Wood + Zapata
   Klein House, Managua, Ecuador
58 Architects Nurmiel-Raimon-Tesa
   Molby Dock, Espoo, Finland
66 Glenn Murcutt
   Bawal House, Southern Highlands, New South Wales, Australia
74 Hugó Dworski Architekten
   Rengers House, Bregenz, Austria
82 Rijkard Arquitectos
   Piz M House, Mexico City, Mexico
88 Harry Seidler & Associates
   Berman House, Jones Bay, New South Wales, Australia
96 Johnston Marklee & Associates
   Hill House, Pacific Palisades, California

ENGAGING NATURE

216 Pieth Wolf and Partners
   Sheep House, Hudson Valley, New York
218 Rick Joy Architects
   Desert Nomad House, Tucson, Arizona
230 Sutbrtch & Pape with Byrne + Blue
   Harbor House, Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia
236 Will Bruder Architects
   Sky and Earth House, Napa Valley, California
244 Olson Kundig Kundig Allen Architects
   Studio House, Seattle, Washington
252 Marcel Kogan Architects
   Parqu de Juncal, Paris, Brazil
258 Architecture Research Office
   SunShine Mesa House, Telluride, Colorado
260 Marcos Acayaba Arquitectos
   Azcona House, Guayaquil, Brazil

PURIST SPACES

105 Richard Meier & Partners
   Neubau Bauhaus, Nibbs, Florida
116 Graham Phillips
   Skywood, Middlessex, United Kingdom
124 Walker E. Cunningham
   Harmonia, Southern California
135 Alberto Campo Baeza
   Casa Avancini, Castello, Spain
142 Geoffroy Siegel & Associates
   Belvedere House, Marin County, California
150 Alvarez Siza
   Casa Vieja de Castro, Vila Nova de Famalicao, Portugal

INTROSPECTIVE PLACEDURES

276 Tadao Ando Architect & Associates
   Invisible House, Treviso, Italy
280 Taller de Arquitectura X
   Casa GIG, Mexico City, Mexico
284 Shigeru Ban Architects
   Shutter House for a Photographer, Tokyo, Japan
302 TEN Arquitectos
   Casa C, Mexico City, Mexico
303 Kengo Kuma & Associates
   Great (Bamboo) Wall, Beijing, China
314 Teodoro Gonzalez de León Arquitecto
   Casa Amsterdam, Mexico City, Mexico
The San Francisco Bay Area is a hotbed of liberalism politics, but freedom of architectural expression is constrained the minute you step outside your own front door, especially in Marin County. This project had everything going for it: a passionate client, an architect who respects context and knows his Eames and Mies, plus landscaping by Lawrence Halprin, who lives down the street. Will Bruder and project architect Ben Niedbala immersed themselves in the site and the owners’ lives, and designed a house that hugs the contours and recedes into the shadows of saks and mid-ranges. That didn’t stop the county or the homeowners’ association from fighting to block construction—until the planning commissioner declared, “This is what every hillside house should be,” and granted a permit.

Bruder, an art major who moved from Wisconsin to Arizona to apprentice with Paolo Soleri on his visionary Arcosanti project, opened his office near Phoenix in 1974, and became a mentor to other aspiring architects. Form-giving, materiality, and the manipulation of light are the hallmarks of his public buildings, and still more of his tough, boldly sculptured houses. Each is a departure from the last, and represents a commitment to the client and the community.

This commission came by chance. A software inventor told his company to Microsoft and decided to move to Marin with his wife, a graphic designer. He remembered the house Bruder designed for his cousin in Phoenix, twenty years before, and chose him to create a rectilinear but enduring 4,300-square-foot residence where they could raise their children and welcome grandchildren. They met in Seattle, toured modern houses in Los Angeles, and spent time on the site—a sizable lot spanning a shared driveway. Bruder decided immediately that the decrepit 1950s house would be cleared from the gently sloping ground to the left of the drive to create a play area, and the new residence would step down the steep slope to the right. The owner remembers him calling to say, “I got up at 3 last night and designed your house.”

The crescent plan echoes the swelling of the hill and jogs to save mature trees. The original plan included a separate guest house, but this seemed too bulky and was dropped. Halprin created a woodland garden with a gentle fire pit made from fragments of the hearth in the old house. As importantly, “he was involved in site strategy and the way of living in that place, too.”
achieve a seamless engagement of landscaping and architecture," Neshbett explains. From the drive you see only the garage, a remodeled guest wing, and a cantilevered entry tucked in between. Two children's bedrooms are concealed behind the garage. A short staircase leads down from the entry to a great room, which opens onto a cantilevered wood deck and is flanked by the master bedroom and a studio for the wife on the far side of a grassy court. All these rooms open up to sweeping vistas of the Bay and the Richmond Bridge, Mount Diablo, and Tamalpais, or intimate close-ups of the hillsides. "It's all about taking views away at the lap, and giving them back below," says Bruder. He and Neshbett plotted each sight line and knoll on the floor to capture the viewpoint of a small child.

A few materials are used consistently throughout. Concrete poured into random formwork evokes redwood bark, and slate gray zinc with irregular standing seams also catches the watery light and shadows from the trees. Awning s of stainless steel flex like shade both levels from eastern and southern sun, and demetaballize in the mist like soft halos. Sections of boldly colored Venetian plaster pop out as the zinc recedes. Floors are slate or mahogany, and birch cabinetry divides the kitchen from a stay area. Slender columns of polished stainless steel support coihop that are clad in fibrous tectum — an old-fashioned material that absorbs sound but is usually concealed. Glass mulch in the boxed glass wall cast rainbows across the floor. There are few straight lines, and the architects orchestrated the curve in every detail of the furnishings and soft-toned fabrics.

A stepped tunnel gives the children fast access to the yard and the husband to his studio-the-art recording studio. He grew up playing music, and this is a dream fulfilled. Bruder describes it as "an origami fan in a concrete box," and designed the folded pleater in the performance area and control room with acoustician Michael Blackmer to diffuse and reflect sound as the facade does with light.